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Part 1 - The Unwoven Threads
“I cannot make you understand. I cannot make anyone
understand what is happening inside me. I cannot even
explain it to myself.”
Franz Kafka, The Metamorphosis
‘…To explicate the uses of the Brain, seems as difficult a
task as to paint the Soul, of which it is commonly said, That
it understands all things but itself;’
Thomas Willis, Preface to Cerebri Anatome, 1664
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Chapter 1
The Most Beautiful Circuit
‘While human ingenuity may devise various inventions to
the same ends, it will never devise anything more
beautiful, nor more simple, nor more to the purpose than
nature does, because in her inventions nothing is lacking
and nothing is superfluous.’
Leonardo Da Vinci
The fabric of thought
You may not yet know what a neural circuit is, but it is
what you are. Neural circuits are the fabrics of thought.
They are the contours, bridges and junctions through
which decisions arise, memories are recalled and emotions
felt. Through them, comes you.
The study of neural circuits is concerned with answering
the most basic of questions about the brain, a quest for the
anatomy of thought, its principles, its mechanisms. It is
thus a search for the basis of intelligence itself. Not the
mathematical, idealized form, but the beautiful solution
that nature herself has found. It is the neuroscience
equivalent of quantum physics – basic science, for its own
sake.
Neuroscientists working in this field ask how brains do
what they do, not how they go wrong. How do brains make
decisions? What happens at the moment of memory
formation? What are the rules governing how brain cells
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talk and cooperate with one another? What, specifically, is
a thought? Though the answers to these questions will
almost certainly aid the treatment of disease, that is not
our primary goal. Instead we seek to answer the basic
questions about what makes us human.
Despite underlying all of everyday experience, neural
circuits remain almost entirely unknown to the general
public. This is due to lack of coverage. Popular reporting of
neuroscience focuses on the sensational, the brain scans
and the sound bites, without explaining the fundamental
ideas that underlie what we know of brains. Because of
this, many people have been deprived of the beauty of what
we have learnt about the organ closest to ourselves. It is as
though Darwin had written the Origin of Species, and yet
all that was reported were pretty pictures of the exotic
species he had seen.
This book is an attempt to rectify that knowledge gap. I set
out to write the book that I was looking for as a teenager
when I first wanted to learn about the brain. The books
that I could find were fascinating, and drove me to become
a neuroscientist. But they did not satisfy, but rather fueled,
my curiosity. This was because they did not explain what
was really going on inside the living, behaving brain, and
how that brain’s innermost workings gave rise to me. It
wasn’t enough to learn that brain scans show activity in a
certain brain area when a person views faces or recalls a
memory, I wanted to know what went on within those brain
areas. What were the atoms of thought, and the molecules
that those mental atoms formed? It was like knowing that
the stars exist, but not knowing what they are made of –
eventually you want to find out. I wanted to know how
brains worked, and I could find no answers. Though you
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cannot become a neuroscientist by reading one book, you
can understand its fruits and feel what its core elements
are, and that is our focus herein.
Reducing the mind
This chapter outlines the approach that we will take in
exploring the brain, and with it, intelligence. In doing so, it
foreshadows themes and topics explored in much greater
detail later on.
Throughout this book, we will build a mental image of a
living, thinking brain. Just as you can imagine a heart
beating or a lung expanding, I want you to be able to
imagine the rapid surges of dopamine cajoling neurons to
buzz more fiercely as you expect reward, the microscopic
protrusions from neurons crawling continuously out in
search of partners as you form a memory, and the hum of
attention synchronizing and desychronizing whole
constellations of brain cells as you read and think. All of
this, inside of you, moment by moment. These are the
images that the public has been denied, and that this book
seeks to both provide and explain. In doing so, we will
examine a brain reduced to its component parts, and then
show how this comes back together to form a single mind.
This, then, is not a psychology book, which focus on
behavior without studying the brain. Instead this book
actively seeks to counter the implied dualism so often
present in discussions of the mind and brain. After all,
brains have been quite masterful at denying themselves
sufficient credit for creating minds. Too often, claims are
made about explaining the mind, and yet are curiously
devoid of any discussion of the organ that actually
produces the mind itself. Such arguments alone cannot
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claim to explain the mind. No. To understand the mind,
you must understand the brain. This is not to say that
psychology is not useful, but rather that it does not delve
into the mechanisms underlying the phenomena that it
studies. It studies behaviour, and how behaviour changes
under different conditions, but does not account for the
physical basis of it. Though many researchers, and many
of the best researchers, are fluent in both disciplines, we
shall see that what constitutes an answer in neuroscience
is quite different to what constitutes an answer in
psychology. We will explore both disciplines, but our focus
is on neuroscience.
By taking this mechanistic view, we can bypass the
distortions that arise when trying to explain ourselves, and
instead focus on trying to explain brains, which will in turn
allow us to explain ourselves. We will be freed of the tricks
and illusions of our internal consciousness, and will then
be able to loop back, returning to the question of ourselves
from a more objective perspective. As Cornelius Vanderwolf
put it, ‘There is no good reason to assume that the brain is
organized in accordance with the concepts of folk
psychology.’ We must adopt this spirit of inquiry. To quote
artificial intelligence pioneer Marvin Minsky in summary,
‘The mind is what the brain does’.
Three possibilities, and simplicity
So we must begin with the brain as our foundation of
understanding the mind. Yet our challenge here is deep, as
the problems of thought and the brain appear quite unlike
those of the rest of science, with the brain having no
parallel in either nature or artifice: every single perception,
memory and thought that you have ever had, every single
experience, has come from this single organ. In this way, it
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is the greatest of theaters, a theater that is both performer
and observer, acting and watching at the same time, yet
hiding any trace of a gap between these two roles. It is a
theater whose performance is improvised moment by
moment, yet whose missteps are few enough to be
noticeable. In this very moment, somewhere inside your
head there are groups of brain cells having the essential
dialogue underlying attention, emotion, memory and
decision. How to understand this?
Here, we face a junction point. Either we go down the road
of despair and see an unassailable mystique about what
the brain does, or we can seek to leverage our
understanding from other areas of science to begin
charting a path to understanding how brains operate. Here,
we must move from a sense of mystery to a sense of
curiosity, and then to an asking of specific questions.
This search for the right question is central to science. As a
researcher one faces a constant challenge to find the right
line of inquiry for a complicated problem, a weak point
where a secret may be revealed, which in turn prompts
new questions. Almost invariably, identifying the right
question involves finding a much simpler example of what
you really want to solve, from which you can extract
general principles. You remove all the other components,
isolating the thing you wish to understand. Science thus
proceeds by reducing problems, studying them in their
simplest form, then seeking to find general principles that
can be used to explain the more complicated phenomena.
At times this can produce almost comical experiments –
studying the genetics of drosophila seems a world away
from curing cancer – but it is through searching for the
most simplified model that you can remove the
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contaminating distractions and focus on the essence. We
want to find the neuroscience equivalent of Newton’s
proverbial apple falling from a tree.
So we return to our junction point – can this reduction be
done for brains? There are three alternative views about
this. One view is that the brain is too magical, too mystical,
too complex for us to ever understand. This objection has
been raised throughout history in all realms of science. It
was said of the movement of the planets, of how we came to
exist, and of the mysteries of the living cell. It is merely a
symptom of bewilderment, and can be ignored.
A second possibility is that we will solve the brain in a way
that no other problem has ever been solved before,
inventing a new kind of science. Given the astonishing
consistency in how the riddles of cardiology, cosmology,
evolution and molecular biology were unraveled, this also
seems unlikely. For each of these problems, people argued
that this problem is different, more complex, more unique,
but in each case, reductionism and experimentation have
yielded dramatic insights. Science works, and will continue
to do so.
The third and most striking possibility is that the brain can
be solved via the same, ‘simplistic’ approach used to tackle
the other mysteries of life. This is the approach of
reductionism, and of neuroscience. I emphasize this point
because this book is inevitably in part an argument against
the ‘mystical’ argument, the view that there is something
uniquely magical about what brains do. I aim to show you
that we can indeed understand the brain via reductionism,
via a search for simplicity.
As we move forward, then, we should remember this
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persistent feature of scientific history, that of people
continually being surprised by the simplicity of the answers
found. The theory of natural selection, explaining evolution
and the existence of life, is simple. Newton’s laws, such as
force=mass*acceleration, are also relatively simple, despite
them underlying the physics of almost all everyday
experience. These are beautifully elegant explanations that
were difficult to see with foresight. As Sherlock Holmes
says in A study in scarlet: ‘The world is full of obvious things
which no one by any chance ever observes’. Everything is
complicated until you understand it, and this apparent
complexity can blind us to the underlying simplicity. I am
emphasizing this again as too often the complexity of the
brain is mentioned, without the corresponding possibility
that a simple explanation exists. That simple yet beautiful
ideas could explain our minds creates an enticing prize for
us to seek.
I will not further belabor the need for reductionism – if you
are not convinced that the brain can be reduced to
mechanism in the same way that the rest of the body can,
again, read this book as an argument.
The problem of the neural circuit
What is it that we are trying to understand about brains,
and what is it that has been so challenging? These
questions bring us to the problem of the neural circuit, and
to an outline of the three main parts of this book.
This book is intended to be self-contained, requiring little
prior knowledge. It begins with the essentials of
neuroscience, which readers may already have some
familiarity with. These early parts will be explained in a
historical context to make it interesting even for those who
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are already somewhat familiar with these concepts.
The first part concerns the elements of brains, and their
interconnections. Brains consist of individual cells called
neurons. The neurons exist to talk – they send messages
rapidly to one another, exchanging information and
modifying it as they do so. Each neuron can do this many
hundreds of times a second, reacting to its neighbors to
participate in the flux of thought. In this way, the neurons
have a kind of language, far more complex than that of the
spoken word, through which they generate our minds.
Collections of neurons, communicating with one another,
are called neural circuits. The fundamental problem we
have is to understand how, simply by communicating with
one another, these neural circuits do something so much
greater than the sum of their parts. This phenomena of
getting something apparently complex from combinations
of something simple is loosely what we mean by emergent
phenomena.
For structures such as a muscle, this emergence of
function from smaller, individual elements is no longer a
mystery to us at all. We know that each muscle cell
shortens in response to a signal from the spinal cord, and
thus together the millions of muscle cells generate a
collective force. They shrink, muscles shorten, and we
move. In this way, many simple, relatively independent
cells can combine to provide a large-scale function. The
situation becomes slightly more complex for structures
such as the heart or lungs, but again we have clear, well
formulated models to explain this.
Brains appear quite different. It is not apparent how the
same basic type of cell that is used to tell your muscle to
contract (motor neurons), can combine to produce
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intelligence. It is a problem of getting many simpler
elements to combine to produce something much more
complex, a process which tends to inspire wonder, but not
understanding, in humans. Yet simple things can combine
to produce remarkable patterns and structures. Stephen
Wolfram, in A New Kind of Science, says ‘…. intuition from
traditional science and mathematics has always tended to
suggest that unless one adds all sorts of complications,
most systems will never be able to exhibit any relevant
behavior. But the results so far in this book have shown
that such intuition is far from correct, and that in reality
even systems with extremely simple rules can give rise to
behavior of great complexity.' To build his case, Wolfram
gives case after case of very simple elements generating
strikingly beautiful patterns.
Take a snowflake. All of the water molecules within it are
identical, yet the patterns formed in snowflakes are
infinitely variable and beautiful, with a symmetry that gives
an illusion of design. In these crystals it is the nature and
pattern of interaction between water molecules that
matters just as much as the individual elements. Only by
studying the problem at several levels can you understand
the phenomena. This applies to brains, and their
constituent neural circuits, too. As no two snowflakes are
alike, so no two neural circuits are alike, but we must
search for common principles of their organization. In
neural circuits, then, it is the pattern that matters. This
means that our first challenge is to understand something
of the complex patterns that neurons themselves form, and
thus the patterns of intelligence. This will be the first part
of the book.
Next, the second part of the book. If patterns are
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fundamental to neural circuits, and you are a neural
circuit, it follows that there is a unique pattern of
connections resting in your head, creating you. Yet we do
not come fully formed into this world, nor are we ever
unchanging. The complexity of information in the brain is
far too high for the patterns of connectivity to be prespecified, predetermined at birth. Instead, we construct
ourselves via an interaction with the environment. To do
this, we spend much time clutching at thin air in childhood
before success, both literally and metaphorically. This is
crucial. The need for this exploratory process implies there
is no single, magical algorithm for solving complex tasks
without experience, no magic ‘intelligence equation’.
Rather, learning is a central element to intelligence, and
thus to the formation of neural circuits. Indeed, a major
reason for having brains at all is to allow rapid, flexible
changes in behavior that genes alone could not provide,
probing the environment and sieving the information we
receive back to update us. A fully functioning neural circuit
is something that has been as much learnt through
experience as it is born. An understanding of neural
circuits, then, must be centered around learning. This will
form our second part.
And then, the third and final part. The Nobel laureate
Sydney Brenner observed that ‘progress in science depends
on new techniques, new discoveries and new ideas,
probably in that order.’ We will follow this aphorism as we
turn our attention to a more abstract, theoretical view of
the brain, and toward more complicated aspects of
behavior. We will explore simple yet general theories that
combine the ideas of previous chapters, finding common
principles underlying diverse topics such as navigation,
emotion, memory, decision making, and planning. In doing
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so, we will see many of our own stranger behaviours as
emergent properties of very simple processes, with optical
illusions, dreams, irrationality and addiction all becoming
inevitable consequences of how our brains work, rather
than strange curiosities. In essence, we will be exploring
the algorithms underlying both natural and artificial
thought.
Our journey, in summary
We have foreshadowed the core themes of this book, and
the journey that we will take. These parts are not perfectly
distinct, and each theme is visited in each section of the
book. We will of course discuss theories in part 1, and the
basic elements of brains in part 3 - the division is only
approximate. Nor are any parts of the subject matter
finished – neuroscience has a long history, but it also still
has a long future. However, just as books can be written
about physics whilst the subject is incomplete, so too can
books about neural circuits. There is a great amount of
rich detail and understanding that remains hidden from
the public, and that we will use here.
Our path will not be a straight, or straightforward, line. We
will be exploring a wide range of brains, from mice, rats,
and monkeys through to tiny worms, fruit flies,
transparent fish and electrical eels, as well as those from
the most peculiar of animals, humans. We will see how
scientists use tailor made viruses, genetically engineered
animals and designed proteins to read, control and
understand the living, thinking brain. In each of these
cases, we will be using the specific case to understand the
general questions of intelligence.
But we have jumped ahead. To begin, we need a canvas
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upon which to draw and speculate, an understanding of
the basic organization of brains on which to lay our mental
images. To do this, we must first consider how the
structure of brains informs us about what they do. We thus
turn to Thomas Willis, to 17th century Oxford, and to the
birth of neuroscience.
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Chapter 2
The Anatomy of the Soul
‘Now then, listen. In order for you to fully comprehend
That minds and flimsy spirits have a birthday and an end,
I’ve spent long hours hunting the right words, and labour of
love,
To set forth for you in poetry that’s worthy of
Your life’s calling. But do this favour for me just the same,
And yoke both of these concepts underneath a single name,
So that, say, when I speak of spirit, teaching that it dies,
Understand I am referring to the mind likewise,
Seeing that a single soul is formed out of their union’
Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, 1st century BC.
Book 3, lines 417-25
Lucretius’ union
Thought found its location only gradually. It began by
entertaining a hypothesis that remains astonishing to this
day: that our thoughts come from an organ of the body, of
physical matter. In short, that thoughts are flesh.
We begin this story over 2,000 years ago, in ancient Rome.
That thought was the product of a physical structure had
been inferred by the great Roman atomist philosophers,
who believed that everything, however complex, was a
product of the combination of the simplest of elements.
One of these philosophers was Lucretius, who was quoted
by Montaigne in The Essays:
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‘We feel the soul is with the body born,
Grows up with it, and with it waxes old.’
Lucretius goes on, more directly:
‘That mind must be corporeal is quite plain,
Since darts and thrusts corporeal give it pain.’
So Lucretius viewed the mind as being physical 2,000
years ago, based upon simple observation, thus beginning
the search for the anatomy of the soul. However, Lucretius’
linkage still leaves the nature of thought poorly defined,
without mechanism or specific structure. There were two
central hurdles to achieving an explanation of the mind
that moved beyond this early insight.
The first hurdle was philosophical. To render the spirit
physical was to render God physical, an act akin to
atheism. The spirit was something deeply spiritual,
religious, divine: the greatest of God’s gifts, and that gift
which made us a special species. Even when people could
overcome the intuitive hurdles of thinking that conscious
experience arises from the brain, these religious attitudes
made the quest daunting. The hostility led Vesalius,
perhaps the greatest anatomist of all time, to ‘wholly
abstain from consideration of the divisions of the soul and
their locations’. Even today, the view that there is some
separation between brain and mind is common.
Yet for those willing to try to lay the detail onto Lucretius’
conjecture, a second major hurdle still existed, this time
technical – how do you actually study the brain?
The elusive organ
‘This lax pith or marrow in man’s head shows no more
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capacity for thought than a cake of suet or a bowl of curds.’
Henry More, 1652, An antidote against Atheism.
The early advances in understanding the physiology of the
body came from making links between structure and
function. What is needed is some feature of anatomy, some
pattern in the organization of the physical matter, that
gives clues as to how function arises. Hearts connect to the
blood vessels, lungs to the airways, stomachs to the mouth
and intestine. This principle of linking anatomy to function
is now at the foundation of biology, and act as a guiding
light for experimental scientists. In the words of Sydney
Brenner, ‘When it’s too difficult to study function, you
study structure…. Once you know anatomy you get bits of
physiology for free.’ So understanding the organizational
logic of physical structure helps you to see how it gives rise
to function.
However, even for the heart, an organ whose form is
extremely closely linked to its function, this inference was
historically challenging one to make. Things that are
obvious retrospectively are not so obvious at the time. Even
Leonardo da Vinci himself, despite fully understanding the
basic anatomy of the heart, did not realize that it implied a
circulatory mechanism. Only centuries later did scientists
make this link.
For the brain, the task is far harder than for other organs.
The brain’s form rapidly deteriorates after death, making it
hard to dissect and examine. Even removing the brain
intact from the skull was not possible until the seventeenth
century; investigators were left with lumps of goo rather
than neat anatomical specimens. Further, even if one could
extract the brain intact from the skull, the brain’s
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appearance does not immediately suggest that it is the
organ of thought. It looks like a collection of mushy
walnuts, with varying folds and bumps, and different
greyish hues dispersed seemingly at random. It appears to
offer few clues to the investigator. Even the clear
distinctions between different brain areas shown in
anatomy books are not at all obvious to the naked,
unprepared eye. This mess may have been what led many
medical researchers, including Galen and Da Vinci, to
focus instead on the fluid-filled ventricles weaving through
the brain, an area that we now know is the only brain area
not directly involved in thought.
How, then, was this impasse overcome?
Putting nature to the torture
‘For either by this way, by Wounds and Death, by Anatomy,
and a Caesarean Birth, Truth will be brought to Light, or
forever lye hid.’
Thomas Willis, Preface to Cerebri Anatome, 1664
The link between the physical and mental, the ‘union’
referred to by Lucretius, was definitively demonstrated in
Oxford in the seventeenth century. This was, for all intents
and purposes, the beginning of neuroscience. Indeed, this
was a time when science itself was new. Nature was, in the
words of Francis Bacon, being ‘put to the torture’ by the
new tool of inquiry - the experiment - relentlessly probing
and testing nature to reveal her secrets.
In Oxford, a group of self-styled ‘natural philosophers’
formed a club dedicated to these experiments. This was the
‘Experimental Philosophical Club’, which later became the
famous Royal Society. It grew out of the new coffee club
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culture, and was a social circle of investigators using
natural philosophy almost as a kind of entertainment. The
group would meet weekly to discuss and share
demonstrations, refine and share methods, and drink that
newly-found elixir, coffee. Such luminaries as Robert Boyle,
John Locke and Robert Hooke were present in these
circles, working on the so-called clockwork universe,
discovering laws and explanations to simplify the everyday
world into mechanisms free of mystery.
No subject was fully off limits to these men. Hooke’s law
was devised, the Micrografia written, Boyle’s chemical
experiments completed, all within a few short years. In
secret, a futile search for the alchemical philosopher’s
stone was underway, a feat that later captivated Newton.
Even the properties of marijuana were investigated1.
Nature was indeed put to the torture. But whilst these
scientists sought to uncover the clockwork universe, only
one sought to uncover the clockwork mind.
The man who was addicted to the opening of heads
‘Willis put the brain and nervous system on their modern
footing, so far as that could be then done.’
Charles Sherrington, Nobel Laureate, 20th century.
This scientist was Thomas Willis, the world’s ‘first clinical
neurologist’2. It is Willis who is quoted at the beginning of
this book, and in the preceding section. In a series of
books, first and most famously Cerebri Anatome (The
Anatomy of the Brain) in 1664, he laid out a set of
Robert Hooke’s description of a patient is at https://londonhistorians.wordpress.com/2011/03/28/mightilyrefresh’d-and-exceeding-hungry-robert-hooke-on-ganja/ and I have ordered a copy of the book (Bedlam: London
and its mad.)
1

2 Molnar, 2005
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landmark observations about the basic organization of
brains. Cerebri Anatome was the first ever neuroscience
book, a catalog of the brain for the first time in history,
filled with speculations and details about its working. The
outcome, in Carl Zimmer’s words, was the idea of a ‘Soul
Made Flesh’, a physical brain, with its structure linked to
function, and its function linked to thought.
Willis’ path to this idea was the result of the convergence of
two character traits common to many great scientists.
First, he had a rebellious streak, embodying the
subsequent motto of the Royal Society – Nullius in verba, or
Take nobody’s word for it. He described his own profession
of medicine as a ‘sword in a blind man’s hand’, and openly
questioned the wisdom of the ancient doctor Galen, who
was still greatly revered, even idolized, in seventeenthcentury England. He saw the clear conflict between Galen’s
theories and his own clinical experience as a doctor, and
chose to believe his own eyes.
Willis’s second crucial trait was that he not only disbelieved
existing wisdom; he actively sought to overturn it with his
own observations. He was a Sherlock Holmes-like figure,
with a masterful eye for detail and how those details
connect. Prior to working on the brain, he had already
written the first case reports of influenza, and made the
first link between diabetes and glucose by noticing that
flies were especially attracted to the urine samples of his
diabetic patients. Observation was thus a central tool for
Willis, and his skill at connecting his observations was
ideally suited to the problems that he was to tackle.
It was in the early 1660’s that Willis used these two traits
to forge a path for the study of thought, resolving to see the
brain for himself rather than trust the claims of the
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ancients:
‘….I determined with myself seriously to enter presently
upon a new course, and to rely on this one thing, not to
pin my faith on the received opinions of others, nor on
the suspicions and guesses of my own mind, but for the
future to believe Nature and ocular demonstrations.’
He launched vigorously into this effort, often gathering
corpses from executions to fuel his investigation:
‘I betook my self wholly to the study of Anatomy: and
as I did chiefly inquire into the offices and uses of the
Brain and its nervous Appendix, I addicted myself to
the opening of Heads.’
Through this approach, he promised that ‘the impressions,
influences, and secret ways of working of the sensitive Soul
itself will be discovered.’
These quotes are all from the beginning of Cerebri Anatome.
Willis lived before the tyranny of journal editors and
academicese had infected science, and so his writings
blended his own story, his observations and his
speculations. This allows us to retrace his steps as he
‘established links that are still astonishing to us 300 years
on’3.
Neuroscience’s Dark Side of the Moon
‘The parts of the Brain it self are so complicated and
involved, and their respects and habitudes to one another so
hard to be extricated, that it may seem a more hard task to
institute its perfect Anatomy, than to delineate on a plain,
3 Molnar 2005
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the flexions and Meanders of some Labyrinth’
Thomas Willis, Cerebri Anatome
Yet Willis did not work alone. His ambitions combined with
the spirit of collaboration in Oxford at the time, with him
forging a team of young investigators to work on his task.
They worked tirelessly, ‘almost no day past over without
some Anatomical administration’, using Willis’ house on
Merton Street in the center of Oxford as a dissection
chamber.
We can envisage this crowded hall, still in place today,
filled with the meetings of Willis’ investigators. We might
see Richard Lower, who later performed history’s first blood
transfusion, providing help through ‘his most skillful
dissecting hand’, whilst Christopher Wren, of later
architectural fame, was also frequently present,
‘delineat[ing] with his own most skilful hands many Figures
of the Brain and Skull, whereby the work might be more
exact.’ Wren’s beautiful illustrations are reprinted to this
day. Willis’ group had thus unwittingly followed Da Vinci’s
unpublished advice to not only dissect well, but to also
draw well, in order to reveal anatomy in ways that words
could not capture (Arraez-Aybar et al 2015).
The approach that the team took differed radically from
earlier scientists, enabling them to see the brain in a very
different way. Willis noticed that the critical error of
previous anatomists was to remove the brain from the top
of the skull in pieces. The brain then lost its shape and
form, such that ‘the Phaenomena arising by chance from
such a dissection, they easily esteemed for true parts of the
Brain’. Willis instead removed the brain intact, by breaking
open the skull from the bottom. He described this
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innovation in some detail in his writings, testifying to its
importance.
These novel dissections revealed the brain as it had never
been seen before. There, lying before this group of Oxford
mavericks, was the soul in physical form. Beneath the
cerebrum atop the brain lay a vast complex of structures,
most of which had only been glimpsed at in previous
dissections, having been disfigured by the earlier dissection
method. Many of these structures were named by Willis, or
after him in his honour, including the arterial Circle of
Willis. To hold an intact human brain in one’s hands was
Willis’ first major advance.
From this new visual perspective came one of the most
famous images in the history of neuroscience: Christopher
Wren’s drawing of the underside of the brain,
neuroscience’s equivalent of seeing the dark side of the
moon for the first time.
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Wren’s illustration of the underside of the brain, Cerebri
Anatome, 1664 < I own an original first edition print of this
image and can take a better version when the time comes
Willis had come a long way from his early days struggling
to remove the brain from the skull, a time when he found it
difficult to even discriminate between what was brain and
what was not. The image had shown that the brain was not
merely a ‘lax pith or marrow’, as Henry More had so
derisively called it, but a layered, detailed, labyrinthine
structure. It was an organ of the highest complexity.
Yet Willis still had a problem. This image alone did not
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appear to reveal many secrets about how the brain actually
worked. The image asked much more than it answered,
and thus represented a beginning, not an end, to Willis’s
research. Obvious questions protruded from the lump of
flesh that he had extracted. Why was the brain he saw not
homogenous, a single entity matching the single entity of
the soul? What was the reason for this variety of
structures? If thought was not homogenous, what was the
pattern of this heterogeneity? Most radically, could you link
specific variation in the patterns of this flesh to specific
variation in the soul? These questions were Willis’ new
canvas, onto which were laid new dissections and
speculations.
With twenty-first-century hindsight, at least some of the
answers to these seventeenth-century questions may seem
deceptively obvious, as we are taught from a young age
that different brain areas do different things. But instead of
jumping to this conclusion, let’s consider what Wren’s
drawing shows, and how ambiguous its interpretation
could be. At the bottom of the image is the white tube of
brainstem, which links seamlessly with the spinal cord.
This is what feeds into your neck, and down to the rest of
the body. The largest, richly folded structure, farthest from
the brain stem, is the cerebrum, the walnut-like structure.
So, what do they do?
With modern knowledge, we may see an obvious solution.
The proximity of these lower brain regions to the spinal
cord must surely suggest a simpler, more primitive role,
whilst the richly folded cerebrum, being further away,
would be a more advanced, ‘higher’ structure, serving
uniquely human cognition? This inference is partly a
product of hindsight bias. An equally persuasive but
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thoroughly wrong argument and arrangement could be
devised. Might one not put the more uniquely human brain
areas, the ‘soul’, deeper within the brain, to be more
protected? Might the more uniform and exposed cerebrum
not be a simple structure, with the deeper and varied
labyrinths being the seat of higher complexity and thus of
complex thought? Willis used two approaches to
circumvent these uncertainties, finding a way to ask
Nature questions more directly.
A notable analogy
‘Concerning the Heads of living Creatures, in the dissection
of which it happened for us chiefly to be exercised, it was
observed, as to the chief parts of the Head, that there was a
notable Analogy between Man and four-footed Beasts’
Thomas Willis, Cerebri Anatome
The first approach Willis used relied upon comparison with
animals. Animal dissections had already formed the basis
of ancient knowledge of the body. The result was a
surprisingly accurate portrait of human anatomy, with
some notable errors.
Willis and his team also used animal brains extensively.
The difference, however, was that Willis compared the
brains of different animals with those of humans, which
the ancients did not do. In doing so, Willis found a ‘notable
analogy’ between them. It appeared that the brains of
different ‘four-footed beasts’, by which Willis usually meant
mammals, differed from one another, and from the human
brain, more or less in magnitude alone:
Wherefore when the form and composition of the Brain
in a Dog, Calf, Sheep, Hog, and many other four-footed
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beasts, were little different (the magnitude only
excepted) from the figure of the same, and the
disposition of the parts, in a man, I was the more
satisfied to compose a certain Anatomy of the Brain by
the frequent dissection of all sorts of living Creatures
Thomas Willis, Cerebri Anatome
In short, the brains of ‘beasts’ and humans were similar
enough that the shape of the former could be used to
inform the understanding of the latter. There was a
remarkable conservation of the anatomy of the brain, such
that in all of the mammals that Willis examined, he found
the same set of brain areas. Even in light of our
understanding of evolution, this is still somewhat
counterintuitive even to this day. Generally speaking, Willis
saw few fundamental differences between mammalian
brains, including those of humans.
In all of them, he saw the brain connecting to the
spinal cord at the base of the brain, through the brain
stem. This brainstem structure then appeared to blossom
into many other areas. There was the darker, richly folded
little brain, or cerebellum. There was the striatum, named
by willis, near the front of the brain, with streaks of white
passing distinctly through it (hence, striations). There was
the thalamus, the inner chamber resting at the brain’s core,
and the cerebral cortex, the crowning outer structure, as
well as a myriad of other areas of greatly varying size and
form. For each area found in humans, an obvious parallel
could be found in any mammal. The manner of brain
folding was different, so that parts shifted slightly within
the skull, but the deep similarity, even sameness, was
striking.
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Willis understood the implications of his observation. He
could find nothing fundamentally different between the
brains of humans and animals except size. Previously, the
hearts, lungs, digestive and reproductive systems of
animals and humans were known to be closely matched.
Now brains were added to this list, a far more dramatic
shot across the bow of human uniqueness.
So the brains of humans and animals were far more similar
than a seventeenth century anatomist might have
suspected. But how did they differ?
The seat of the soul
‘The cerebrum is the primary seat of the rational soul in
man, and of the sensitive soul in animals. It is the source of
movements and ideas.’
Thomas Willis, Cerebri Anatome
It was in finding differences between mammalian brains
that Willis began to link structure and function more
precisely. In Cerebri Anatome there is another version of
the Wren drawing of the underside of the brain described
above. It is the same view of the brain, but this time the
brain is of a sheep, not of a human, is depicted. Willis’
pioneering neuroanatomy had peered deep within the
brain, where others could not reach, away from the
cerebrum sitting atop the brain. Ironically though, his eyes
were now drawn back to the cerebrum, where he made one
of his most impressive inferences.
The cerebrum, the term Willis used for what we now
usually call the cerebral cortex, is a densely folded
structure in humans. It is the large, walnut-like area that
covers the rest of the brain. The human cerebrum is so
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large in surface area that it must literally be folded up to fit
in the skull. However, Willis noticed that in non-human
animals, such folds were much fewer, or even absent. This
seemed to be related to the extent of cognition the animals
had, that is, to their intelligence. This led him to his
famous proposal that the ‘cerebrum is the primary seat of
the rational soul in man’. Willis confirmed this link of
cognitive ability and the cerebral cortex by dissecting the
brain from somebody who had suffered from severe
learning difficulties from birth, including an illustration of
this with the description:
‘The Effigies of an humane Brain of a certain Touch that
was foolish from his birth…..the bulk of whose
Brain…..was thinner and lesser than is usual’
The image shows a particularly withered Cerebrum,
helping to confirm Willis’ speculation that the cerebrum
was indeed the site of the higher faculties. Through
detective work, comparative anatomy and clinical case
studies, thought had found its place. A specific variation in
a piece of flesh had been linked to the very attributes that
seemed to make humans unique: their thoughts.
The rivers of animal spirits
“The animal Spirits flowing from the Brain….. irradiate the
nervous System.”
Thomas Willis, Cerebri Anatome
But Willis was not quite done. He further speculated on
the functions of multiple other brain regions, including the
Cerebellum (meaning little brain), which he linked,
correctly, to involuntary movement. He postulated that the
parts of movement that were automated, without conscious
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thought were delegated by the cerebrum to the cerebellum
in a division of labour. We shall explore this in later
chapters. For now, what emerged from Willis’s work was a
picture of a split soul, a brain with ‘provinces’, each
dedicated to their own part of the mental firmament.
Willis, however, saw a problem in this view, and then
provided the solution. How did the provinces of the brain
influence one another, given their separation in space? To
answer this, Willis spoke of ‘animal spirits’, which he
imagined as travelling like the ‘explosion of gunpowder’
between brain regions. He was arguing that there was a
nonphysical element of the mind that flowed between brain
areas to carry thought.
It was not in the spirit of the Experimental Philosophy Club
to settle for these mystical explanations, however. Instead,
Willis theorised that these ‘spirits’ needed a method for
travel. To work out how this could happen, he investigated
a ‘simple’ type of thinking: vision. He started with the eyes.
Here, he traced fiber-like pathways from the eyes to the
middle of the brain, concluding that they were ideally
suited for carrying the animal spirits from the eye to the
brain. Willis could not prove this directly, but we now know
that cutting these fiber projections leads to an incurable
and total blindness. This means that those tiny fibers,
scarcely a few millimetres in width, have provided the
pathway for the entirety of the visual experience of your
life. Everything you have ever seen has passed through two
threads of biological string.
Willis wanted to prove that these rivers of animal spirits
were not unique to vision, but were a general organizing
principle underlying the exchange of thoughts within
brains. To do this, he used another clinical case, this time
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involving a movement disorder. Willis obtained the body of
a patient who, in life, had had severe problems with
movement on only one side of their body, offering the ideal
chance to track down the pathways of movement. If he
could find a difference between the left and right side of the
brain, he reasoned, he could isolate the change underlying
the one-sided dysfunction. Willis and his team
meticulously dissected the extracted brain, poring over
each part for hints of asymmetry. They eventually found
that a pathway from the top of the brain, the cerebral
cortex, down to the bottom, the brainstem, was selectively
and severely damaged, and on one side only. This part, the
cerebral peduncle, we now definitively know to be the major
conduit for signals from our motor cortex to our brainstem
motor control areas. When you decide to move, signals flow
down this pathway to your brainstem and onward, driving
movement. The individual whose body Willis dissected was
part-paralysed not because they could not think about
making movement, but because those thoughts were
forever trapped high in the brain, unable to pass down to
the site of movement execution. The patient was
unilaterally trapped.
These varied insights combined to form a simpler image as
Willis saw and delineated these same tube-like pathways
all over the brain. The different brain areas appeared to be
linked in an elaborate web: the brain was a network for the
flow of the animal spirits, which move along tiny fibrous
pathways as they carry thoughts back and forth.
The doctrine of the nerves
Marcus Aurelius asks in Meditations, ‘If souls survive after
death, how has the air above us found room for them all
since time began?’ Willis’ answer, which Aurelius may have
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suspected, is that the soul is flesh, and thus rots away with
our bodies. There is no paradox.
But Willis’ contribution was far more than this. He found
poetic explanations of thought in the brain where others
had found only an amorphous confusion. From Willis’
insights we can extract the fundamentals of neuroanatomy,
what he called his ‘Doctrine of the nerves’. A simple
distillation of his insights and his doctrine is as follows:
thought comes from the physical brain, which is split into
parts. Each part is specialized for a particular function,
with a progressive elaboration of the higher brain areas:
those closest to the tops of our heads are correlated with
increased intelligence. The physical connections between
these areas are what allows our thoughts to spread, and
the pattern of these connections is crucial for determining
what an area does. It is a theory of networks, of
specializations, of flow.
The rest of this book is an examination of, and derivation
from, Willis’ core insights. The fundamental approach of
anatomizing, then understanding the connections and
interactions between the resulting brain elements, is the
basic logic of neuroscience. We must now turn our focus
toward the question of the ‘animal spirits’: what they are,
and what carries them.
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Chapter 3
The Hidden Orchestra
“My soul is a hidden orchestra; I know not what
instruments, what fiddlestrings and harps, drums and
tamboura I sound and clash inside myself. All I hear is the
symphony.”
Fernando Pessoa, The Book of Disquiet
Understanding the hidden orchestra
The above quote from Fernando Pessoa about the hidden
orchestra strikes at two related questions. If the soul is a
hidden orchestra, what are the instruments within it, and
what sound is produced? To answer these questions it is
not enough to see the orchestra as a whole, producing a
large-scale anatomy of brains. Instead, we must see the
instruments themselves, and understand what brains are
actually made of. One could repeat the approach of Willis
for centuries and never truly get to the essence of the
brain, as the macroscale can only tell you so much.
Instead, we reach a new frontier of mapping the brain at
the microscale. Just as we need to first understand the fine
structure of chemicals to understand how they have their
effects, we must understand the ornate microanatomy of
the brain to ultimately understand its function.
There are many questions for us here. For example, is the
brain subdivided into many tiny elements, or is it one
continuous web? Are there instruments for particular
frequencies and timescales of thought, some fast, some
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slow? What, if anything, conducts the different instruments
of cognition? To provide answers, we must investigate the
finer texture of the brain, and that is the focus of this
chapter.
Cell theory
Imagine a small block of brain tissue. Its colour will be a
greyish pink; its consistency, if fresh, like the softest of
jellies. It is made of the same materials as the rest of the
body – mainly fats and proteins - but appears wholly
different in its function. What, then, are the shapes and
structures that these fats and proteins form within brains,
and how does this structure enable it to produce
intelligence?
These are questions about the brain’s organizational logic
at the microscale, the scale at the width of a human hair.
This brings us out of the seventeenth-century and into the
period when the major foundations of biology were laid: the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. This was a time when
microscopes were advancing rapidly in their resolution:
that is, in their ability to resolve tiny features. This allowed
scientists to see details that had been obscured to previous
generations, an advance that enabled a fundamental theory
of biology to be formulated, called cell theory.
Cell theory came about when scientists looked down the
microscope at living organisms and saw countless tiny
pockets forming enclosed spaces, repeated in each organ of
the body. These little pockets they termed cells, after the
individual living chambers that monks occupied in
monasteries. Scientists saw these ‘cells’ whether they
looked at human, mice, insect or even plant tissue,
suggesting that all life was organized through the same
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basic structural unit: the cell.
Over time the theory has been rendered more specifically,
but its principles can still be stated simply. Cell theory
states that all organisms are composed of one or more tiny
cells, and that this is the organizing scheme for structure
and function. If living organisms do something complex,
they do it by bringing together groups of individual cells in
particular ways. These cells are each a self-contained unit,
with their own genetic information store, their own set of
protein manufacturing machines, their own local signaling
environment. Critically, the cells are physically encased in
a fatty membrane. It means that cells must work to
cooperate and coordinate: without ‘deliberate’ effort, cells
would be islands from one another. Much of the miracle of
life, then, comes from how these cells interact. This is a key
point: cells are discrete, separate, always at least partly an
island, but by working together, things of enormous
complexity can be achieved.
The radical nature of this theory is harder to appreciate
now, as it is part of every biology class. But the discovery
that all life and thus all organs are composed of a kind of
living atom was a revolution in people’s thinking. Its claim
was simple and dramatic: your heart, legs, and liver are
organized through the same basic unit as a garden weed.
Thus, cell theory is science at its best: humbling, beautiful
and deeply revealing. It establishes a simple process for
understanding any organ of the body: you identify the
different types of cell present, detail how they are unique
and specialized, then determine how they work together to
achieve their function.
A cellular soul?
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‘Yes, we have a soul, but it’s made of lots of tiny robots!’
Headline of a Daniel Dennett interview in Corriere della
Sera, Milan, 1997.
If the soul is flesh, and flesh can be atomized into cells,
then surely a piece of the soul, too, must be formed of
separate cells? This enticing reductionist logic was not
immediately accepted. The first objection was obvious: How
could something as unified as the soul, self or mind arise
from something discrete and separate? The objections were
not purely philosophical or obstructionist: there was a
serious and dominant scientific opposition to the idea of
cell theory applying in its pure form to the brain, much of
which arose from an inability to do the experiments
scientists badly needed to do to test this hypothesis. This
lasted deep into the nineteenth century, two centuries after
Willis.
Put simply, brain tissue was slow to give up its secrets.
Scientists investigating the brain at the microscale
encountered many of the same issues that had previously
hindered Willis at the macroscale. Brain tissue was a lot
harder to work with than other organs, and the glimpses
that neuroscientists had had of it in the nineteenth century
were confusing. Scientists could not get a direct view of a
single brain cell, and therefore could not properly
understand them. Whereas other organs had clear, wellorganized cells, in the brain there appeared to be a dense
web, a tangle, obscuring one’s view. Scientists could only
see the neural woods, without any glimpse of the neural
trees. They saw a wild chaos, a haze obscuring the sight of
even the most dedicated observer. In essence,
neuroscientists were blind, and thus unable to make
progress.
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Despite this relative poverty of explanation, there was still
some progress amongst the thickets and thorns of the
brain tissue. Neuroscientists could see things resembling
the cells: cell bodies – the rounded blobs that formed cells
in other organs. But they appeared to be far more complex,
less discrete than elsewhere. Under the two apparently
different parts of the dense tangle could be identified, but
this was far too dense to fully map and describe. One part
resembled the branches of a tree, spreading outward, often
in several directions. This part was, and still is, called the
dendrite (from the Greek dendritēs, meaning ‘tree-like’,
from dendron, ‘tree’). The other part of this tangle was
(usually) much less convoluted, straighter, more direct.
This part was the termed the axon (from the Greek axon,
meaning axis). These two words – axon and dendrite - will
be critical going forward. The discovery of these two
features of the neural tangle laid the foundation for the rest
of neuroscience, but the significance of the finding was not
fully appreciated at the time. No one knew how these axons
and dendrites related to the cell body-like structures, or
what they did. Neurons had been glimpsed and partly
sketched, but not in enough detail to yield understanding.
Neuroscientists also managed to show that these apparent
brain cells were similar between species, another advance
the significance of which may be lost on us today. It was
Sigmund Freud, in his largely pre-psychoanalytic forays
into neuroscience, who convincingly showed that the
brains of vertebrates and invertebrates (such as insects)
had similar microstructure. Both had these tree-like
dendritic appendages and a clear, defined cell-body. The
mind of the jellyfish and the human bore some
resemblance after all.
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From web to network
So if neurons had been glimpsed and their anatomy partly
drawn, why wasn’t cell theory accepted? The controversy
was whether neurons were truly independent cells, or
whether they were a large, continuous net. This latter
alternative, known as the reticular theory, was dominant
throughout the nineteenth century (reticular is a derivative
of Latin reticulum, meaning ‘fine network’). The reticular
theory posited that the neurons are all joined together,
without a gap between them. The tangle formed by the
axons and dendrites made the cells appear continuous
with one another: under standard microscopes the tangles
of different cells really looked continuous this way, without
any evidence of a gap. The mind thus seemed to not be the
product of independent units, and the brain, for a time,
retained the special place that it had awarded itself.
To make progress, neuroscientists needed a clearer view of
the brain. Solving these difficulties falls in the realm of the
histologist – the scientist who studies the microscopic
organization of biological tissue and specializes in
unpicking its secrets. To achieve this understanding
histologists combine microscopy with carefully chosen
chemicals, applied to thinly sliced sections of brain tissue.
The histologist’s chemical arsenal then is still in use today,
and its core aim remains the same: to force the biological
mush reveal its hidden patterns. Without these chemicals,
tissue appears homogeneous and bland. With it, the edges
and contours within the tissue are sharp and clear (or, at
least, sharper and clearer). Shelves in histology labs have
vial upon vial of differently colored chemical stains, each
selected to emphasize a different part of the chemical
milieu of a cell. By diluting, combining and applying
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different such chemicals, it is possible catch different
glimpses of brain tissue. This process is more like
perfecting a recipe than drawing up a blueprint. Even
today it is as much a tinkerer’s game as anything else, a
process of educated guesswork. Over time, however, a shelf
of tools has been assembled, and the skilled scientist
knows how to combine them to reveal nature.
This process of tinkering eventually yielded a tool that
allowed scientists to view tangled web of the brain more
clearly. By the late 1800s, histologists had found a stain
that labelled a cell entirely, or not at all. It did this selective
staining very sparsely, labelling only a few neurons,
meaning that you could see a single neuron without
contamination by its neighbours. In appearance, the stain
was a powerful black, marking the neuron clearly against a
pale background. It is as close to a miraculous discovery
as one could hope for, and to this day we do not
understand how this happens. Originally called the black
stain, it is now named after the Italian Camillo Golgi who
first reported its use in 1873.
Despite the beauty of the resulting images, however, the
Golgi stain was extremely awkward and capricious. When
first discovered, it was not a technique ready for extended
use, and so nobody had yet succeeded in making the wide
ranging, detailed investigation needed to map the brain.
Indeed, few people saw the benefits of such a sparse yet
strong stain, and so serious efforts at improving it were not
made.
There was, however, one person who saw the benefits of
this new golgi stain, someone who also saw the brain in a
fundamentally different light from his colleagues. This was
a person who saw the neural tree’s in the neural woods,
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and used them to understand the woods better. He was the
proverbial lone genius, and he transformed neuroscience.
Cajal
We now turn to our second critical character: Santiago
Ramon Y Cajal (pronounced Ka-Hal). The Nobel prize
winner Charles Sherrington, whose work we discuss later,
asked in 1949, ‘Is it too much to say of him that he is the
greatest anatomist the nervous system has ever known?’.
His reputation has only grown since.
Cajal was an unlikely scientific conjurer. Living from 1852
to 1934, he was malaria-ridden, the father of six children,
geographically isolated, working alone, and had to fund his
own research. He even wrote his papers in a language few
fellow neuroscientists spoke – his native Spanish – and so
his works required translation by other scientists before
they could have any influence, which further isolated him.
But he was a dedicated rebel with an eye for fine detail and
a penchant for theorizing, features he shared with Willis.
He wrote that ‘excessive admiration for the work of great
minds is one of the most unfortunate preoccupations of
intellectual youth – along with a conviction that certain
problems cannot be attacked, let alone solved, because of
ones relatively limited abilities.’ In his view, ‘arrogance was
preferable to diffidence.’ Given the scale of the task he was
to undertake, this attitude was necessary.
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https://www.spainculture.us/site/assets/files/5954/ramon-cajal.-grande.jpg

We can envisage his life from his autobiography and selfportrait. No gloves, a dirty and stained cloth covering a
table, shelves packed with bottles and boxes (some
unlabeled): he had a lab that would petrify a modern health
and safety official. This was, literally, his home, and it was
a life that suited Cajal. He wrote in his autobiography:
‘I should feel myself happy in completing the captivating
spectacle of minute life in my forgotten corner and
listening entranced, from the ocular of my microscope, to
the hum of the restless beehive which we all have
within us.’
His approach to neuroscience was elegantly simple. In his
famous Advice to a Young Investigator, Cajal favourably
quotes Descartes: ‘‘Do not acknowledge as true anything
that is not obvious, divide a problem into as many parts as
necessary to attack it in the best way, and start an analysis
by examining the simplest and most easily understood
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parts before gradually ascending to an understanding of
the most complex.”. This serves as a summary of the
approach Cajal followed. He split the brain into its simplest
parts, then assembled his way back to complexity.
He worked slavishly, saying, ‘I believe that all outstanding
work, in art as well as in science, results from immense
zeal applied to a great idea.’ But, though slavish in his
work ethic, he was not merely collecting more data than
other scientists. Indeed, he scorned ‘those merely focusing
on details, who immediately sprout in great numbers after
each discovery, like mushrooms in the shade of the tree.’
Cajal had no interest in detail for detail’s sake. He was
more interested in sieving and then weaving the golden
details together, casting aside what was superfluous. For
this, he needed to be able to make not just more
measurements, but better ones.
Cajal found the way to make these better measurements.
The basic seed of his success was a conviction that this
new Golgi stain could be used to transform neuroscience,
and that nobody else had noticed its potential. The benefit
of being able to see a single neuron in its entirety, and thus
portray it as never before, propelled Cajal into action. He
first overcame the capriciousness of the Golgi stain,
improving it and producing what he called the ‘double
impregnation’ method, a more reliable version now referred
to as the ‘Cajal Stain’. Once he had achieved this, he began
surveying a vast range of brain tissue. His archives list the
use of at least 45 species of animal in his investigations,
including rats, squid, iguanas, trout, humans, bulls,
electric rays, nightingales, oxen, mice, snails and even
grasshoppers. All brains, great and small, were subjected
to Cajal’s unwearying protocol of slice, stain, see, sketch
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and summarise. He did this because he found that
different animals and ages yielded different qualities of
preparations, and each highlighted different anatomical
features. He wrote with a colleague in 1933, ‘the retina is
better stained in big birds and reptiles rather than in
lizards, fish and mammals’. Further, younger animals
tended to be more easily anatomized than older ones. In
this search he was hunting for ever clearer vantage points
from which to portrait the brain. What was the resulting
harvest?
The neuron doctrine
Cajal used his improved Golgi stain to prove Golgi wrong.
Golgi had strongly advocated that the brain’s cells formed a
continuous net, thus violating cell theory. Cajal, however,
saw through the apparent attractiveness of this ‘reticular
theory’, saying that the ‘simplicity and facility’ of the
reticular theory was ‘more apparent than real’. Indeed, it
actually explains nothing to say the brain is one large web
without separate parts. It gives few obvious places to begin
a further investigation, and leaves the researcher without
the tool of reductionism so central to science.
Instead of accepting it, Cajal overturned this reticular
theory that he so disliked and replaced it with what was
later named the ‘neuron doctrine’. This neuron doctrine is
the foundation of modern neuroscience. He overturned the
established theory by providing, in his words, ‘objective
evidence’ that neurons were individual units. As Willis
turned the brain into a connected network of individual
villages at the macroscale, so Cajal turned our brains into
a connected network of villages at the microscale. Neurons
were separate cells.
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Image 1952, Cajal’s drawing of the cerebellum, From
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Purkinje_cell

We can understand Cajal’s contribution, and how he made
it, through his images. In the Cajal Institute in Madrid are
thousands of sheets of his hand-drawn depictions of what
he saw down the microscope. One of the most striking
images that Cajal drew was of part of the cerebellum, the
structure that Willis had correctly linked to involuntary
movement. It sits at the back of your head, just above the
part where the skull meets the neck vertebrae. When this
area is damaged, movement becomes uncoordinated,and
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organism in question takes on a drunken appearance. In
image number 1952 (above), Cajal draws neurons labelled
through his improved Golgi stain, now known as the Cajal
stain. The neurons are a dark black, their cell body and
tentaclar extensions clearly visible. This clear view is what
made the improved stain so valuable.
The stain highlighted the diversity of neurons as never
before. There are seven neurons in the image; five of them
are much smaller than the remaining two. These smaller
cells are called granule cells due to their granule-like
appearance. The larger two are Purkinje cells, which
provide the main output of the cerebellum. Cajal could see
that the tree-like dendrites formed one side of the neuron,
whilst the axon was a straighter part, far less convoluted.
Both were clearly and singularly attached to the cell body,
and were thus extensions of it.
We can see this on the larger Purkinje neurons. The
enormous extensions formed by the dendrites fill a large
volume of space above them, then a more compact,
straighter axon heads downward. The smaller granule cells
have a similar, though less dramatic structure. The
dendrites of these granule cells form 3-4 claw-like
structures, then a very thin axon heads upward. It is now
known that each of these granule cell dendrites can receive
motor or sensory signals to help build a representation of
the current statement of the body, and later we shall
explore how this arrangement is thought to underlie
precise control of movement. The important point for now
is that Cajal could see neurons were formed of three major
parts: the cell body, which is the larger, near-circular blob
in the middle, the dendrite, an elaborate tree-like
structure, and a straight, less convoluted axon. Though I
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am using this image as an illustrative figure, Cajal did not
draw these conclusions from this image alone. Rather, he
drew from thousands of images and from the nervous
systems of many animals. He saw this common splitting of
the structure of a neuron wherever he searched, thus
identifying a fundamental principle of nervous systems.
Most of these neurons are much too small for the naked
eye to see. There are almost 20 times more neurons in your
head than people in the world. These mental actors are so
small that a water drop-sized piece of tissue could contain
as many neurons as a city has people. Don’t let these
words sit idle on the page: take a moment to visualize this
intracranial miracle: image a drop of water with a city’s
worth of people, teeming and buzzing with messages and
exchanges, with the communication web between them
refined and tweaked over a lifetime. This great set of
ingredients alone should slightly demystify brains: there is
plenty of material to work with. Neuroscience is beautiful.
The brain was therefore made of separate yet connected
cells, and the concept of the neural circuit was born.
Cajal’s discovery not only showed that the brain was
physical, but also pulled it directly within the orbit of other
areas of biology. Though Camillo Golgi later used his Nobel
Prize speech to rail against Cajal’s conclusions, it was to no
major effect. Definitive observation of the microscopic gap
between neurons had to wait until fifty years later, but the
case was essentially closed. The brain – and therefore
thought, and therefore the soul - had been atomized.
The neural clone army
There is a particularly elegant point that comes out of
Cajal’s extensive cross-species studies that we have not
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touched on yet, but that complements Willis’ findings
beautifully. This point is the conservation of structure
across different brains at the microscale. The image above
is not of a mammal’s cerebellum at all, but rather that of a
pigeon. Below is another of Cajal’s drawings of a Purkinje
neuron, this time from a cat:

Cajal’s drawing of a feline Purkinje neuron.

From https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-athletes-way/201411/howare-purkinje-cells-in-the-cerebellum-linked-autism

There is an unmistakable relationship between the
Purkinje neurons from the two species. This cat cell
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appears to have more elaborate dendrites, but there is a
similarity to the Purkinje neuron from the pigeon, which is
not only a different species but also a different class of
animal. The common ancestor of pigeons and cats in
evolutionary history predates the extinction of the
dinosaurs, yet the cerebellar neurons have a striking
similarity. Such conservation implies that there is a link
between the structure and the function, an organization
that could not be greatly changed without impeding the
cerebellum’s operation; thus it remains. This was a
common finding of Cajal’s, both within and between brains.
Brain areas that looked very different at the macroscale
turned out to have very similar types of neurons at the
microscale, and this was conserved not just within
mammals, but often all the way from fish to humans.
An example of this point is the pyramidal neuron, perhaps
the most famous and most studied of all brain cells. It is at
the center of the folded, walnut-like cerebral cortex, the
part of the brain that Willis linked to conscious thought.
You have billions of these pyramidal cells inside of your
skull, and they allow the cortex to communicate with other
brain areas. However, they are not just found in the main
neocortex, but also in other, related areas. Below are two
example pyramidal neurons, one from the cerebral cortex,
on the left, and on the right, one from the hippocampus, an
area classically linked to memory. Again, a clear symmetry
in structure between these neurons can be seen. What is
striking is that every area of the cerebral cortex, whether
involved in seeing, hearing, planning or moving, has these
very similar neurons. This extends to areas not even part of
the main cerebral cortex. The hippocampus, classically
linked to memory, is filled with the same type of neuron. It
is a result of nature’s relentless bricolage, a reusing and
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refashioning of a set of common material.

Cells from a rabbit cortex (left) and rat hippocampus (right).
Cajal saw that rather than complicating matters, he had
actually simplified the task of the neuroscientist. By
breaking brains down into parts he had provided an inroad
for further study. Each neuron has its own unique
connection pattern, shape and reach, letting it fill its own
unique niche and thus make its own unique contribution,
but at the same time all neurons exhibit major general
commonalities. It is strength in numbers as well as in
diversity.
The theory of dynamic polarization
But the neuron doctrine was still incomplete. Was there a
deeper theme still, a further commonality to be extracted
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across all neurons? What was still lacking was a general
theory, a unified way of looking at the brain cells of all
animals. Whether such a general understanding was even
possible was not known; were the brain’s functions and
processes too diverse to be the result of a single rule? Cajal
answered this question too, providing the universal theory
for the interaction between neurons, the central rulebook of
the brain’s ongoing conversation with itself and the world
around it. This was Cajal’s next, and more radical, step.
Let’s consider the Purkinje neuron again, with its extensive
dendrites and small axon. How could Cajal work out what
the dendrites and axons were for, simply based on the
basis of that image? He had little idea of what the Purkinje
neuron was there to do, and little room for productive
speculation. It was challenging to interpret the images he
obtained from the brain.
Cajal found a clever way to bypass this problem. His
masterstroke was the following piece of reasoning: If all
neurons are essentially alike, having a dendrite, a cell body
and an axon, one could study ‘simpler’ neurons, then try to
relate the lessons learnt from such a study to the more
enigmatic neurons.
To do this, he turned to the neurons involved early in
vision. He was captivated by the retina, the sheet of nerve
tissue that captures the light and converts it into brain
activity, writing in his autobiography that ‘…..my devotion
to the retina is ancient history. The subject always
fascinated me because, to my idea, life never succeeded in
constructing a machine so subtly devised and so perfectly
adapted to an end as the visual apparatus.’ His love of the
retina did not go unrewarded, as he quickly saw in this
structure a beautiful simplifying rule that had eluded
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others. It came from the retina’s relative simplicity. Here in
the eye, the basic role of the neurons was obvious: to
capture light, then send those light-related signals from the
eye into the brain, where they could be processed. This
awareness allowed Cajal to link the structure of neurons to
the role he knew they must serve. From his observations he
noted two critical points. He saw that the dendrites of the
retinal cells always faced toward the outside world, whilst
the axon projected into the back of the eye, forming the
optic nerve. This thin nerve, only a few millimetres wide,
has carried everything that you have ever seen from your
eye into your brain. Without it you would be utterly blind,
even if your eyes were perfectly intact. Willis had earlier
traced this optic nerve through the base of the brain, into a
structure called the thalamus, which then in turn
projected to the cerebral cortex.
That the dendrites faced the outside world, whilst the
axons gave rise to this optic nerve, suggested a simple
theory: dendrites collect information, then send it to the
cell body, from which the axon then sends it onwards to
other targets. This division of labour offered a simple rule
to explain the complex tree-like structure of all neurons.
Cajal went on to show identical results in other sensory
systems: the skin and olfactory (smell) systems had this
same polarization of the direction in which dendrites and
axons faced. He then applied this theory to the central
nervous system, and especially the brain itself, finding that
it resolved a great many mysteries there, too.
To see how, lets return to the image of the cerebellum
introduced above, now that we have this theory as a guide.
The image shows the smaller granule cells with three to
four dendritic claws, then an axon heading up toward the
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Purkinje cells. Our modern understanding is as follows.
These granule cells are conveying information about
movement, and about the external world. They capture this
from incoming axons from other neurons located outside of
the cerebellum, which are not in Cajal’s drawing. They then
process this information, and send it onto the Purkinje
neurons, whose elaborate dendrites allow very complicated
combinations of granule cell activity to be extracted. Each
neuron resembles to some extent a retinal or skin neuron,
gathering signals and sending them onward.
We can imagine a Purkinje neuron gathering signals from
thousands of granule cells as we write or type. Some
granule cells could be sending information about the
movement of the wrist, others the fingers, others still the
sensory signals back from the wrist. The Purkinje neuron
can then combine this information to evaluate how an
ongoing movement is being performed. In turn, the
Purkinje neurons project down, and the signals travel
onward out of the cerebellum to the rest of the brain and
spinal cord. Through this process the organism can make
complex comparisons of motor commands with the sensory
world, allowing the necessary involuntary tweaks and
changes to be made to movement. This is a neural circuit,
and one that we shall return to.
<ADD DIAGRAM OF THIS CIRCUIT>
The fabric of thought
Sherrington summarized Cajal’s global view of neurons,
and its significance, in his Memoir of Cajal: ‘He solved at a
single stroke the great question of the direction of nervecurrents in their travel through the brain and spinal cord.
He showed, for instance, that each nerve-path is always a
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line of one-way traffic only, and irreversibly the same.’ The
beautiful simplicity of nature is apparent here: Dendrites
receive, cell bodies decide, axons send. Receive, decide,
send. This communication method is the foundation of
thought. In reading Cajal one gets the sense that he was
much more proud of the theory of dynamic polarization
than of his realization that neurons were individual units,
but to my knowledge he never said so directly. Through it,
he managed to reduce every neuron to a simple rule: collect
information, process it, send it on. The brain could be seen
as an information ecosystem.
Cajal’s gift was more than just to allow us the image of a
million individual neuronal actors in a drop of water. He
also showed each actor’s marked variety, and even the
marked order in that variety. Some neurons are large,
sending signals broadly; others are more like local
pacemakers, perhaps fine-tuning and adding flourishes to
the flow of thought. The unfolding structure of the brain
was not chaos but rather a carefully orchestrated
symphony. Cajal’s science was, fittingly, a science of
connection between vast numbers of dots and data points,
just like the brains he was studying. He was a weaver of
knowledge, of understanding the webs of thought. Having
atomised the brain, he then unraveled the rules through
which those atoms combine to form mental molecules. He
revealed a system for the control and spread of information
and thus of thought, a beautiful arrangement rendered
more beautiful still through his art. He had found the
threads that made the tapestries of thought.
The implications of Cajal’s work sculpt the daily work of
every neuroscientist, at whatever level of study, in whatever
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species. They are a neurological Rosetta Stone, a common
ground for neuroscientists that would otherwise speak
different scientific languages. In this way he was the
Newton of neuroscience, the one who turned on the lights.
Though Cajal could never truly watch a living brain, his
mind had seen the dynamism once present in the dead
sections before him:
‘The cerebral cortex is similar to a garden filled with
innumerable trees, the pyramidal cells, which can
multiply their branches thanks to intelligent cultivation,
send their roots deeper, and produce more exquisite
flowers every day.’
How, then, might Cajal answer Pessoa’s quote that began
this chapter? His answer would be that Pessoa was correct:
the elements of the brain were like instruments indeed. The
separate instruments of Pessoa’s soul all use the same
basic principles, the same physics and musicality, but all
make a different contribution. He saw that each neuron
was specialized for amplifying and distributing output
across the rest of the brain. Every moment of
consciousness is the sound of this mental orchestra. In
short, Pessoa was prescient.
But we still have a problem to solve: what are the animal
spirits of which Willis wrote, or the sounds of Pessoa’s
orchestra? What, fundamentally, is brain activity? For this,
we turn to our next chapter, and to the electrochemical
dance.
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CHAPTER 4
An Electrochemical
Dance
‘The brain is waking and with it the mind is returning. It is
as if the Milky Way entered upon some cosmic dance.
Swiftly the head-mass becomes an enchanted loom where
millions of flashing shuttles weave a dissolving pattern,
always a meaningful pattern though never an abiding one; a
shifting harmony of subpatterns.’
Charles Sherrington (1857-1952), Nobel Laureate
From a storm to a dance
Many metaphors have been used to describe the workings
of the brain, and the resulting feeling of consciousness.
Flow and change are common to most of them. William
James spoke of the stream of thought in The Principles Of
Psychology. Oliver Sacks adapts this, using the similar
analogy of a river in The River of Consciousness. Peter
Godfrey-Smith describes it as an ‘electrochemical storm’ in
his wonderful book Other Minds. Yet these metaphors do
not fully capture the elements of thought. A river is too
predictable, too reliant on brute force to forge its path. A
storm is destructive, chaotic, lacking in purpose.
Rather, thought is a dance with reality. An improvised
dance, with recurring themes but never perfect repetition,
each cycle learning from the present to improve the future.
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It is a constant attempt to predict and respond in time, a
continual interplay of action and sensation. This dance is
at its best when its workings are invisible to us, a graceful
flow hiding the underlying effort.
This is not an idle metaphor. Considering the activity of the
brain in the language of a dance rather than a storm gives
us immediate advantages as investigators. It provides clear
questions to help guide our thinking about how the brain’s
many neurons combine to dance together. For example,
who directs this neuronal dance? What is its timescale?
How many partners does one neuron have, and how are
those partners decided? What influence does the dance
pattern of one neuron have upon the dance pattern of
another? Which thoughts match which dances? How many
neurons participate in a single dance motif?
These threads can be traced throughout this book. We will
build an image of billions of microscopic neurons, rapidly
interacting with one another to produce movement, detect
faces, make decisions and generate fear, all whilst being
cajoled by a rich set of influences nudging them to behave
in particular ways. But first, the basics.
Electric shocks, Galvani, and dead frogs that jump
Whilst previous chapters dealt only with the static brain
and its structure, here we examine the electrical and
chemical ingredients that give the brain its dynamics. In
essence, we are exploring what changes at the scale of a
thousandth of a second – a millisecond – the scale at which
brains do their fastest work. Communication between
neurons happens quickly, at least relative to most bodily
functions: signals can travel between your feet and your
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brain in just one fiftieth of a second. Put another way, the
fastest neural signals could travel a kilometer in just 10
seconds: they are faster than a Ferrari.
To achieve rapid signalling, early in the evolutionary
process living organisms began to use electricity. Indeed, it
is not just animals that utilize this force: electrical
signaling is even found in bacteria and plants. It is a
broadly exploited signaling system, and a highly versatile
one. It is this electrical force that neurons use to send
information over long distances. Understanding this force
is therefore critical to understanding brains, as it lets us
record and perturb the living brain in action.
To explore this, let’s begin with an electric shock. When
you touch a live wire, an electrical current enters your body
and activates the body’s own signaling mechanisms. Your
response to this shock is involuntary, with pain and
movement occurring suddenly and uncontrollably. An
electric shock is, in its own way, a kind of peripheral mind
control, a seizing of the normal reins of sense and action.
It was the Italian Luigi Galvani who first showed this link
between the nerves and the electrical force. He was a
physician, scientist and philosopher who stumbled upon a
brutally simple and (thus) effective experiment, using dead
frogs to identify and prove the nature of the force
underlying movement signals in the body.
The story, perhaps partly apocryphal, goes as follows.
Galvani was working on his biological studies with dead
frogs in the mid-1780s, barely a century after Willis
published Cerebri Anatome. As Galvani was skinning one of
the frog’s lifeless bodies, lightning from a thunderstorm
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was conducted to the frog’s legs, making the legs twitch
violently. This, of course, was despite the frog being quite
dead. Galvani was able to link electric shocks and
movement repeatedly, and spurred him to the idea of
animal electricity, also known as Galvanism. Galvanism is
a theory that can be simply stated: electricity provides the
vital force previously referred to as the ‘animal spirits’, the
immaterial messenger within the nervous system. It is from
Galvani that the phrase to ‘galvanise somebody into action’
derives. This use of electricity to ‘enliven’ dead muscles in
experiments remains in use in biology classes to this day.
These Frankensteinian frog experiments, along with followup studies, earned Galvani the sobriquet of ‘The Frog’s
Dancing Master’. More importantly, they established the
field that we now call electrophysiology – the study of
electrical energy within physiological (ie, living) organisms.
But as eerie and surprising as the image of a dead frog
jumping must have been, it leaves much unanswered.
Galvani’s experiment was crude, and failed to link
electricity to any kind of precise process. We need to
understand how brains actually control and thus use the
electrical signal to function.
Like shocks, like thoughts
In the centuries following Galvani, scientists stimulated
living brains directly, including those of human beings. So
what happens when you directly stimulate an awake
human brain?
The most famous example of this comes from the
neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield, a former student of Charles
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Sherrington, a quotation from whom prefaces this chapter.
He began his work in the first half of the twentieth century,
operating on the cerebral cortex of humans undergoing
brain surgery. Penfield was applying tiny electric shocks to
the brain, too weak to cause damage, but enough to
stimulate brain activity directly and ask his patients about
the effects. The effects were so bizarre that Penfield entered
scientific history. They were carefully collected and
published, many in a paper entitled ‘Some mechanisms of
consciousness discovered during electrical stimulation of
the brain’.
The curiosities began in 1931, when Penfield was operating
on a patient known by the initials E.W. During this brain
surgery Penfield stimulated her temporal lobe, a part of the
cerebral cortex just above the ear, with a small electrical
current. Rather than evoke some crude involuntary
movement or sound, the stimulation caused the patient to
have a ‘vivid' recollection of herself giving birth again to her
baby girl. In Penfield’s words, the patient reported ‘living
over’ the experience of childbirth seemingly under the
artificial control of the electrical stimulation. Penfield later
had other cases, again after stimulating the same brain
area, the temporal cortex. For example, a girl recalled a
memory of walking through a meadow with her brothers,
when a man who was following her told her he had snakes
in her bag, causing her to flee in fear. The brothers
subsequently confirmed that this strange event had indeed
taken place. It appeared that simply electrically stimulating
the brain could evoke memories to spring back to life,
almost as though they were being experienced again.
The effect wasn’t limited to recollection of specific memory
episodes. Patients could also hear music, or voices calling
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out to them in a distinctive manner. In one case, a boy not
only heard piano music, but also clearly saw the man
sitting down playing the piano. The same experience could
often be reproduced by stimulating the same site again,
whilst other areas usually yielded different results. This
artificial experience, so to speak, was far stronger than
normal imagination - it was as though the experiences
were real. They were exquisite in precision and detail. As
Penfield writes, ‘many a patient has told me that the
experience brought back by the electrode is much more
real than remembering’. Yet, curiously, patients also
seemed to remain aware that they were not real.
Stranger still, Penfield also elicited what he called
‘interpretive responses to stimulation’. In these cases,
nothing overt is experienced. No obvious sensory stimuli
arose and no movement was produced. Instead, something
altogether spookier arises in the patients consciousness:
the interpretation of the present moment changes. Perhaps
things suddenly feel very familiar, or are getting louder or
more vivid. Even feelings of fear could suddenly arise, with
the sensory world suddenly becoming tinged with danger4.
This work provided the first causal link between electrical
activity and abstract mental experiences in the human
brain.
Electrical threads
Because of work like Penfield’s, we now know that the type
of force that gives such brutal shocks and makes muscles
twitch also underlies your thoughts. Indeed, electrical
4 Perhaps

understandably for people whose brains are
literally open to the thin air.
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forces convey all the messages within your entire nervous
system, where it is harnessed rather more deftly than in
the case of you touching a live, electrified wire. Whilst
external electric shocks provide a blanket, total signal,
recruiting everything at once, your body’s own electrical
signals are patterned at a much finer, more precise level.
This can happen because the tiny threads of individual
neurons are evolved to carry these electrical signals
precisely from point to point within your brain. Within your
head are thus tens of billions of microscopic machines
specialised for harnessing electrical energy and using it to
communicate. And there is a simple organizing principle for
how this works. To communicate, neurons use something
technically termed an action potential, but we
neuroscientists more colloquially term them spikes. These
spikes are brief pulses of electrical energy, a sudden, allor-nothing change in the electrical energy contained in a
given brain cell (the electrical polarization of the cell). A
spike occurs by a neuron becoming momentarily more
electrically positive. This is termed depolarization. The cell
then returns to its original state of being, very slightly,
electrically negative. This process takes around a
millisecond. We refer to spikes as being ‘fired’, ie, ‘the
neuron just fired a spike’.
In the few seconds it takes you to read this sentence, your
brain will have fired at least hundreds of billions of these
spikes: much more than 20 spikes for every human being
on the planet. These spikes are not just in brains, either.
This is happening in your fingers, toes, intestines, your
spinal cord and of course throughout your brain. As I
write these words, touch sensors in my hand tell of
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pressure on my skin by sending spikes to my spinal cord
and onward. Commands from my brain travel to my finger
muscles, triggering the relevant contractions. The basic
ingredient of neural activity that underlies pain is the very
same that underlies pleasure, or the recall of a memory, or
the scent of a rose. Spikes are therefore the universal
currency of brain activity. The same principle applies
across every type of nervous activity, a single common idea:
the spike, sparking through us to underlie thought.
Penfield’s minute electrical shocks must have been setting
off rich constellations of these spikes in the brains of his
patients, just as Sherrington envisaged in the quote that
begins this chapter. It is these spikes that we think
ultimately underlie consciousness, though nobody knows
quite how.
Eavesdropping on thought
All of this means that if we can eavesdrop on the electrical
activity of the brain, we would be eavesdropping on a tiny
part of thought itself. Neuroscientists can indeed record the
spikes of a single tiny neuron, just a hundredth of a
millimeter wide, in a living thinking brain. This electrical
eavesdropping is the staple experiment of the neural
circuits investigator.
How does this work? We do it by placing a tiny wire, much
thinner than a human hair, into the living brain. At the tip
of this wire is a tiny area able to conduct electricity. The
rest is insulated. By making this exposed tip the right size,
we can collect signals from an area of space roughly
corresponding to that of a neuron. We take this tiny wire,
called an electrode, and slowly lower it into the brain. We
watch the electrical changes at the tip of the electrode,
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looking for sudden, brief deflections – spikes. Once we see
these, we know that we have found active neurons. We can
then sit and listen to the chatterings of the neuron in
question.
We can do this in all manners of animals, and we can even
do this in awake human beings undergoing brain surgery.
This is because the brain itself has no pain sensors,
meaning it cannot detect the presence of an electrode5.
You can also listen to the electrical signals, by linking the
electrical output to a speaker. Hearing gives us a different
perception of the spikes. So what do we hear, when we
listen to a tiny fraction of a living creature’s thoughts? We
hear great variety. Thought crackles, pulses, bursts,
hisses, ticks and pops – we hear all manner of spike
patterns through the loudspeaker. Some neurons spike
continuously, hundreds of times per second. Others are
much slower, firing once or twice, or not at all6. Neurons
can fluctuate from high activity and low activity, cycling
their activity patterns. In short, it sounds like a mess, with
a cacophonic mixture of spiking fast and slow7. When an
electrode gets too close to a neuron, it kills it, and the

This is harder than I make it sound. The signals being collected are vanishingly tiny - the slightest electrical noise
in the system will be detected, leading to hours upon hours of debugging, which largely consists of moving stuff
until the noise goes away. On Twitter, @HeardinLab wrote on twitter (11th January 2019) “Electrophysiology helps
prepare you for having a child. You think you have everything under control, then it all goes to hell and you have to
start from scratch.’ As a childless mid-twenty year old, I cannot comment on whether this is accurate, but linking
the deeper agonies of my PhD experience to that of having a child makes me less keen on the latter.
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These different spiking patterns come from differences in the neurons inputs, but also on the internal properties of
the neurons. They have different proteins in their cell membranes, the surrounding part of the cell, which alters how
they behave to different inputs.
6

7 A friend working in Songbirds (Tori Ricelli) tells me that in the songbird brain are neurons that sound like
popcorn popping. When an electrode gets too close to a neuron, it kills it, and it sounds almost like a deflating
balloon as it does so, petering out into silence.
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neuron sounds almost like a deflating balloon as it dies,
angrily firing out spikes then petering out into silence.
What does this all mean? The classic approach of a
neuroscientist investigating this question is to try to find
things that the spikes correlate with, such as something
the animal is seeing or doing. Decades of research has
identified neurons whose spiking correlates with a
bewildering range of things. Bats have neurons that fire
spikes when they fly through a particular region of space.
Cats have neurons that encode the orientation of a visual
bar they are looking at. In monkeys, we find neurons that
respond to attention to a given point in space, or that
correlate with an upcoming decision. Neurons like these
are not unique to monkeys or cats - they can be seen in
mice too, and you can predict a mouse’s decision ahead of
time by listening to the spikes. There are also more basic
things, like correlating with breathing cycles or the
frequency of a sound being listened to. All throughout the
brain, neurons appear to care about particular parts of the
mental firmament, whilst being carefree to others.
Humans are no different. One of the most popularly
reported discoveries in neuroscience was the so-called
‘Jennifer Aniston’ neuron found in a human patient. This
neuron’s spike firing appeared to be relatively selective for
when the person looked at a picture of Jennifer Aniston,
whilst it did not respond as strongly to other faces8. You of
course have neurons like this inside of your head.
Dendrites, cell bodies and axons – again

8 Of course, there are other potential correlates here that need to be carefully controlled for.
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I asserted that spikes are the primary communication
currency of brains. Why is this, and how do they come
about? These two questions have the same answer. To
understand this, we must return to Cajal’s insight,
explained in the previous chapter, of the theory of dynamic
polarization.
In brief: Cajal said that the three major parts of the
neuron, the dendrite, the cell body, and the axon, have a
characteristic relationship to one another. The production
and transfer of these spikes relies on the cooperation of
these different parts of the neuron.
Inputs arrive at the dendrites, with these tree-like
structures gathering signals from other neurons, which are
then passed as electrical potentials to the cell body. It is
from the cell body that spikes originate. If the amount of
change in the electrical energy that reaches in the cell body
crosses a threshold, a spike occurs. This is then carried
down the axon of the neuron, where it contacts other
neurons, usually on their dendrites (sometimes this can be
on the cell body9). Then, the process continues, with
electrical signals spreading from neuron to neuron,
beginning in the dendrite, to the cell body, to the axon.
This signal exchange happens extremely quickly: a signal
can spread along multiple neurons, say four or five, in less
than a twentieth of a second. Messages can also be sent
over long distances, with neurons in the cerebral cortex at
the top of our brain sending axons over a meter long into
the spinal cord.

9 Contacting at the cell body usually gives the connection between the neurons more direct influence on the cell
receiving the axon input. We will examine this in more detail later.
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This arrangement puts the cell body in a critical position,
allowing it to determine whether or not to send a spike.
Earlier, we said that neurons can fire at different
frequencies, or rates. This happens due to differences in
inputs to the neuron at different moments in time. If a
neuron gets a lot of input to its dendrites, it could fire
several spikes in a few milliseconds It would also reach the
threshold to fire a spike faster, allowing differences in the
timing of the spikes to occur. This is part of what gives rise
to the variability of recorded brain activity outlined above.
Let’s illustrate these points with a toy example. How might
a Jennifer Anniston neuron arise? We assume the existence
of other neurons, tuned to different parts of faces. Let’s say
that some neurons fire spikes in response to female faces,
others to a particular shape of nose, others to blonde hair,
etc. The axons of these neurons would contact the
dendrites of the Jennifer Aniston neuron and, when
enough of them are active, together they would generate
enough electrical depolarization to , cause the cell body to
fire spikes. This would signal that the individual way likely
viewing an image of Jennifer Anniston. This is obviously
greatly oversimplifying the problem of perception. We need
to understand how those connections form, for example,
which we shall explore in greater detail soon. But it’s a
useful mental tool, and can be extended to many other
examples.
Mind reading for beginners
I am often asked how well we can read the mind’s of
animals and humans. The answer of course depends on
the situation, the species, and the tools we use. But the
basic way to read minds is to listen to spikes. We can listen
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to spikes to investigate all manner of brain operations.
Later we shall explore navigation, movement, emotion and
more, explaining how neurons encode aspects of these
behaviors in their spiking chatter. Our ultimate goal is to
understand how these spike patterns come about and how
they end up producing thought. For the next three
chapters, we will focus on perception. This has been a
widely used system for studying brains, because it allows
scientists to carefully control the input the animal receives,
and then see how this changes brain activity and the
resulting behavior.
Let’s examine a series of classical experiments done in the
late 1980s by neuroscientists Newsome, Pare, Movshon,
Britten and Salzman. They sought to understand how we
perceive motion, studying the monkey brain as a model of
this.
Monkey’s brains are a great deal smaller than ours. Human
brains weigh around 1.4kg, whilst monkey brains weight
around 95 grams, approximately the weight of a deck of
playing cards. Even after correcting for body weight
differences between the species, the human brain is almost
five times larger than the macaque’s. But to the untrained
eye, the brains of humans and macaques actually look very
similar. Crucially, macaques are very visual animals,
making them excellent models of perception. They can be
trained to play video games that rely on visual information,
thus allowing neuroscientists to investigate how the brain
works during these tasks.
This led Newsome’s team to focus on the macaque brain to
understand vision. Like our own, it has many different
areas dedicated to visual processing. The team focused on
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a region called the middle temporal visual area (MT), which
you have in your brain10 (called hMT, for human middle
temporal area). This area had been linked to the
processing of motion-related information before, but no one
had clearly linked it to perceptual decisions themselves.
What the scientists wanted to prove was that this small
part of the monkey brain, smaller than a human fingertip,
was especially linked to the perception of motion.
They trained monkeys to perform a now widely-used task,
in which dozens of dots move on the screen in different
directions. This is called the random dot motion task. As
the monkey views the screen, a certain percentage of the
dots move in the same direction, and the monkey is trained
to report the direction. When a high percentage of dots
move in the same direction, the task is easy. However, as
the percentage of dots moving in the same direction
becomes a lower, the task becomes more and more
difficult, until eventually the performance of the monkey
drops to zero. If you think this sounds easy, consider that
monkeys, well trained, are usually better at this task than
human beings. This is perhaps less surprising when you
know that around a third of a monkey’s cerebral cortex is
dedicated to vision. They are excellent seers.
The first paper performed a destructive experiment to
create understanding, studying the effects of destroying the
MT region. The scientists took monkeys that had been
trained on the random dot motion task, and then injected a
small amount of acid into this area MT, selectively
This is an amusing academic anachronism. The ‘middle temporal’ area, MT, is so named because it sits near the
middle of the temporal lobe, just begin the temporal sulcus, in the primate species in which it was first thoroughly
investigated. Yet in humans it is nowhere near this location, with the cortical expansion having shifted it. By
academic convention we are thus stuck with a whole subfield of neuroscience studying a ‘middle temporal area’
which, in humans, is nowhere near the middle temporal area.
10
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destroying it (if this procedure sounds cruel, remember
that the brain itself feels no pain). The monkeys were then
re-tested on the task. Strikingly, they had become almost
totally unable to identify the direction of motion of the
moving dots, whereas other visual tasks were almost
unaffected. The scientists had shown that this single, small
area was critical for motion perception, precisely removing
just one aspect of thought, without detectable effects on
the rest of the animals behavior. The elegant (perhaps
brutal) simplicity of the experiment and its result makes it
a landmark in neuroscience. But this was just the first of
three papers, and perhaps the least interesting and most
predictable. What came next was what made the series of
experiments so famous and important.
The next experiment involved recording the spiking activity
in this MT area whilst monkeys performed the random dot
motion task. This was done in a different group of animals
that had an intact MT. They found that individual neurons
in MT could be used to predict the direction of movement of
the dots at a level matching, or even exceeding, the ability
of the monkey. Put simply: the monkey brain has neurons
within it that know the correct answer in a behavioural
task better than the monkey’s brain as a whole11. If we
extrapolate this result to humans, it means that within
your head, there are neurons that ‘know’ what you are
seeing better than you do.
11 Scientists

have offered numerous explanations for this,
one being that the rest of the monkey’s brain might not
know which of its billions of neurons is most useful on the
task, and therefore relies on a mixture of neurons. This
would also make the system more robust.
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There is a curious wrinkle to these behavioural
experiments that neuroscientists later exploited. It comes
from the fact that the same stimulus can result in different
perceptual decisions. Let’s say a monkey struggles when
only five percent of the dots are moving in the same
direction. On some trials, the monkeys will decide that the
majority of dots are moving left, or on other trials, will
decide the majority of dots are moving right, despite the
amount of visual motion being exactly the same between
the two trials. When the neuroscientists listened to MT
neurons, they found that some neurons could be used to
predict which direction of motion the monkey reported
seeing, in a manner that could not be accounted for by the
visual stimulus itself (which was the same in both
occasions). The neurons most sensitive to weak motion
stimuli, including the ‘expert neurons’, were most
predictive of the behavioural choice made, suggesting the
rest of the brain was indeed listening more to those
neurons. The momentary fluctuations of individual brain
cells, not accounted for by the visual stimulus, therefore
seemed to be linked to perception itself.
There are two explanations for how this might occur. One,
which was the one adopted at the time, was that the
fluctuations of these neurons cause the differences in
perception. The other, not mutually exclusive, was that
those neurons were receiving feedback from downstream
brain areas telling them the outcome of the decision
process. This concept of feedback, of brain areas
reciprocally sculpting one another’s activity, will come up
again and again as we move forward.
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Whatever the explanation for these curious ‘expert’ neurons
and the correlation with behavioural choice, the core point
is that Newsome’s team had closely linked a specific brain
area to a specific area of thought.
Mind control, again for beginners
There is still a problem though. In these experiments the
link between neuronal activity and perception was only
partial, which brings us to a classic philosophical problem
in science. The researchers recording this activity had
found neurons that correlated with perceptual processes of
the monkey, but correlation is not causation12. For
example, as you go through school, you tend to grow taller,
but it is not the completion of your homework that makes
you grow in height. These neurons might have had some
other purpose, perhaps storing a memory of what had been
seen, and not been directly involved in perception itself.
The next step was to show causation, to conclusively link
those particular neurons to perception.
To show causation, scientists needed to take control of the
brain’s inner workings artificially. This takes us to the
concluding experiment published in 1990. The experiment
was conceptually quite simple, but deeply eerie in its
effects. As before, the scientists recorded brain activity in
MT, finding neurons that responded to particular directions
of motion stimulus. For the sake of exposition, lets assume
that they found an area with neurons selective for dots
moving to the right. Once they found the location of these
neurons and recorded them, they did the opposite
12 As scientists will tell you again, and again, and again. And again. Doing experiments yourself really drills into
you how easy it is to be fooled by Nature….
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experiment to that which they had done before. Instead of
recording the neurons, they stimulated them. They did this
by injecting a tiny amount of electrical current down the
electrode. This gives a small electric shock to the cells, and
it actives them13. Researchers were, in essence, trying to
implant a tiny amount of thought into the monkey’s brain,
‘tricking’ the monkey into reporting rightward motion more
often than they should. And that was precisely what
happened. The monkeys were more likely to report motion
in the direction of the stimulated area, driving the monkey
to report seeing something that perhaps was not really
there14. As the scientists themselves say, ‘the data provide
evidence causally relating neuronal activity to perceptually
judged direction of motion’. Electricity was, provably,
thought.
The chemistry of the dance
Thus far we have examined only part of this
electrochemical dance: electricity, which has limitations as
a signal. Whilst electricity is fast and simple, it also comes
in only one flavor. To counter this, electricity has a partner
in the form of chemicals, which give a great variability and
tunability to our brains. Through neurochemistry comes
the neurodiversity essential for complex thought.
The influence of chemicals on brain activity are myriad,
with daily experience telling us that chemicals have a
13 There is some academic debate about precisely how the electric shock alters the brain – there is some evidence
that at stronger stimulus strengths it can have a net inhibitory effect, but this is not of direct relevance here.

14 What the monkey’s actually see when their brain is being stimulated is not clear. Do they really see extra dots
moving in the direction they report, or do they just get a vague, intuitive sense that motion is increasing in one
direction? This experiment is unlikely to ever be done in humans, so we may never know the answer to this.
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potent influence upon communication in brain networks.
Alcohol wreaks a pleasant havoc upon our brain
connections, caffeine tunes down the adenosine receptors
that usually detect fatigue, and the dopamine surges
caused by cigarettes tweak information flow through our
reward centers. Chemicals are the essential partner of the
electrical force, serving both to modify it and to help it
bridge gaps in the brain’s pathways. We will briefly survey
them here, and give further examples as we proceed.
They work in two broad ways.
The first is as neurotransmitters, acting to bridge the tiny
gaps between neurons. These gaps, which are called
synapses, are where between different neurons connect,
and are around thirty nanometers wide – less than a threehundreth the width of a human hair. When a spike passes
down the axon, it causes the axon’s presynaptic synapses
to release neurotransmitters, which are detected by the
dendrite’s synapse, the postsynaptic synapse. This in turn
triggers electrical changes in the dendrite.
Neurotransmitters usually act on the scale of a few
milliseconds, and are thus very fast.
The main two neurotransmitters are glutamate and GABA.
Glutamate acts to excite the postsynaptic neuron, whilst
GABA acts to suppress its activity, and so glutamate and
GABA exist as yin and yang partners. Though they are far
and away the most numerous type of synapse in brains,
they are actually not the target of many drugs, as their
ubiquity makes altering them both nonspecific and
potentially dangerous. This is why many epileptic and antianxiety medications, which work to promote the activity of
GABA and thus calm the brain’s activity, tend to have a lot
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of side effects (though, there are increasingly clever ways to
get around this).
As an example of their function, blocking GABA
transmission, via chemicals such as strychnine, can
produce a mental alertness, and was used in the early
twentieth century as a stimulant – in HG Wells’ The
Invisible Man strychnine is described as ‘taking the
flabbiness out of a man’. It had the unfortunate side effect,
however, of killing people, as the dose that enriched
performance was not far from that which led to deadly
seizures. Not many pharmaceutical drugs directly alter
them.
So neurotransmitters are the moment-to-moment signaling
group. They allow signals to spread rapidly within brain
networks, with two major kinds, the excitatory glutamate
and the inhibitory GABA, existing in a kind of yin-and-yang
opposition.
Neuromodulators are the other main category of
neurochemicals. They – metaphorically - set the
atmospherics of thought. I imagine them in my head as the
ambience, the background music, the lighting, in which the
faster neurotransmitter signals work. They usually come
from neurons deep within the brain, which then send wideranging axons across the rest of the brain.
By themselves, they do little. Rather, they act to
modify ongoing processes, hence the name
neuromodulator. They might alter how neurons learn, or
make them more or less excitable. Serotonin, dopamine,
acetylcholine and noradrenaline are commonly mentioned
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neuromodulators, and in later chapters we shall link them
to specific brain processes.
Conclusions
So scientists now understand that the animal spirits of
Willis come from the combined forces of electricity and
chemical. We can imagine our heads full of billions of
microscopic neurons, each firing electrical spikes, sending
messages to neighbors local and distant, influencing one
another to somehow produce thought. Each of these
neurons is bathed in a rich, varying chemical milieu of
dozens of neurotransmitters and neuromodulators,
orchestrating this grand dance. We can also imagine how
artificially tweaking these electrochemical elements of
brains, even our own, can manipulate the ethereal world
which we experience inside our own heads, proving the link
between the electrochemical ingredients objectively present
in our heads and our own subjective reality.
We started out by imagining thought as a dance with
reality. In this chapter we have explored only the basic
most elements of this dance, providing proofs that they can
underlie surprisingly abstract parts of thought. We must
now understand how these neurons work together in vast
networks to understand and interact with the world around
us. In short, how do spikes actually give rise to useful
thought?
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